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Abstract: Background: Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) diagnosis has become a challenge for primary
care physicians in areas where the Zika virus and/or Dengue virus are present. Case definitions
for the three arboviral infections overlap. Methods: A cross-sectional analysis was carried out.
A bivariate analysis was made using confirmed CHIKV infection as the outcome. Variables with
significant statistical association were included in an agreement consensus. Agreed variables were
analyzed in a multiple regression model. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve was calculated to determine a cut-off value and performance. Results: 295 patients with
confirmed CHIKV infection were included. A screening tool was created using symmetric arthritis
(4 points), fatigue (3 points), rash (2 points), and ankle joint pain (1 point). The ROC curve identified
a cut-off value, and a score ≥ 5.5 was considered positive for identifying CHIKV patients with a
sensibility of 64.4% and a specificity of 87.4%, positive predictive value of 85.5%, negative predictive
value of 67.7%, area under the curve of 0.72, and an accuracy of 75%. Conclusion: We developed a
screening tool for CHIKV diagnosis using only clinical symptoms as well as proposed an algorithm
to aid the primary care physician.

Keywords: Chikungunya virus; diagnosis; arbovirus infections; clinical decision making; Colombia

1. Introduction

Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) is a member of the Semliki Forest virus antigenic complex
and is classified as an alphavirus from the Togaviridae family, which causes acute arthropathy
in humans, similar to other alphaviruses [1]. After the epidemic in La Reunion in 2006, due
to an adaptive mutation of alanine for valine at position 226 (A226V) in the E1 glycoprotein
of CHIKV, it gained the ability to be transmitted not only by Aedes (Ae) aegypti but also by
Ae. albopictus [2].

The Asian lineage of CHIKV rapidly spread to the Western Hemisphere, affecting
42 countries by 2015 and finally reaching Colombia in August 2014 after arriving at the
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Island of Saint Martin in 2013 [3–6]. CHIKV infection became a worldwide spread epidemic,
affecting countries where other arboviral diseases, for example, infections caused by the
Zika virus (ZIKAV) or Dengue virus (DENV), were present (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. World distribution of DENV, CHIKV and ZIKAV. DENV: Dengue virus; CHIKV: Chikun-
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According to the Centre for Disease Control and Prevention data, half of the countries
with a previous arboviral infection have reported autochthonous transmission of the three
viruses [7–9]. In these countries, diagnosis in a primary care setting becomes a challenge
since the infections caused by CHIKV, DENV, and ZIKAV share clinical symptoms. Fever,
headache, myalgia, and bleeding are frequently reported symptoms in patients suffering
from CHIKV, ZIKAV, or DENV infection [10–30]. However, some symptoms are more
specifically associated with each virus; for example, arthralgia and arthritis in CHIKV
infection, rashes and red eyes in ZIKAV infection, and fever and gastrointestinal symptoms
in DENV infection (Figure 2, Tables S1 and S2).

Therefore, diagnosis of CHIKV infection requires laboratory confirmation by a poly-
merase chain reaction (PCR), serological test, or viral culture [31]. Directing public health
care policies, confirming a clinical diagnosis, and conducting accurate infectious disease
surveillance requires proper laboratory testing; however, access is restricted in many
middle- or low-income tropical or subtropical countries, especially where primary care
physicians face this infection [11,32]. According to reports from the National Health In-
stitute, in Colombia, only 1.08% of CHIKV-infected patients (5231 out of 482,326) were
clinically confirmed in a laboratory between epidemiological week 37 of 2014 and week
44 of 2019 [33–38]. The lack of confirmation of CHIKV infection increases the need for a
reliable clinical diagnostic tool to aid primary care physicians when facing patients where
common arboviral diseases caused by CHIKV, ZIKAV, and DENV are endemic or epidemic.

For this reason, we decided to evaluate the performance of the currently used diagnos-
tic criteria for CHIKV infection. We applied the criteria for improvement to a population
with confirmed CHIKV infection and, with the help of expert consensus, we created a
diagnostic screening tool based on clinical symptoms.
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Figure 2. Common symptoms in arboviral infection (DENV, CHIKV and ZIKAV). Shown are the
common symptoms in DENV, CHIKV and ZIKAV. In panel (A) are the percentages and statistical
significance (p < 0.05) of each symptom between DENV-CHIKV (*), DENV-ZIKAV (†) and CHIKV-
ZIKAV (‡). In panel (B) are depicted the shared and single statistically significant symptoms between
CHIKV, DENV and ZIKAV. See supplementary Tables S1 and S2 for references. DENV: Dengue virus;
CHIKV: Chikungunya virus; ZIKAV: Zika virus.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Population

A cross-sectional analysis was conducted in community cohorts from Bogotá, Cali,
Medellin, Cúcuta, Bucaramanga, and Barranquilla (Colombia). The included cities were
chosen to represent the Colombian population, and the included patients between 2014 and
2015 were aged ≥18 years. The Community Oriented Program for Control of Rheumatic
Diseases (COPCORD) methodology was used to include patients in the study [39]. COP-
CORD is an economical program that evaluates and measures disability and pain from
rheumatic diseases. It is designed to be implemented in communities of developing coun-
tries. In 2014, from August to September, the CHIKV epidemic struck the country while
the Colombian COPCORD study was being developed. Since CHIKV infection is mainly
associated with musculoskeletal (MSK) symptoms, CHIKV-infected patients had to be
identified within the studied population to avoid an increase in cases in the COPCORD
study. Information on socioeconomic and sociodemographic variables such as age, gender,
ethnicity, origin, monthly income, and socioeconomic strata were collected using a ques-
tionnaire. Individuals were asked about non-traumatic MSK symptoms, such as stiffness,
pain, arthralgia, or arthritis. A patient was considered COPCORD-positive if any of these
symptoms were present at any moment in their life or 7 days prior to the interview. Every
COPCORD-positive patient was questioned regarding CHIKV infection symptoms. If
CHIKV infection was considered, a secondary examination was carried out within the
following 7 days by a trained rheumatologist or rheumatology fellow. The criteria for
suspected cases of CHIKV fever were applied according to the World Health Organization
(WHO) guidelines [31]. Blood samples were collected from patients who were asked about
their joint, gastrointestinal, and dermatological symptoms using a specifically designed
questionnaire. Patients were assessed once and were factored out when a rheumatic disease
was suspected or confirmed by the physician. All samples from the suspected patients,
when analyzed for DENV-specific IgM antibodies, produced a negative result. At the time
of data collection, the ZIKAV epidemic was not present in Colombia.
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2.2. WHO CHIKV Infection Case Definition [31]

A case was suspected based on epidemiological criteria (living or visiting geographical
areas with reports of transmission within 15 days prior to the onset of symptoms) and
clinical criteria (acute onset of high temperature >38.5 ◦C and “incapacitating joint pain”).
A confirmed case was considered when the presence of virus-specific IgM or IgG antibodies
were demonstrated, irrespective of the clinical presentation or stage of the disease. On
the grounds that our patients had no previous reports of CHIKV infection before this
epidemic, and were therefore immunologically naïve, we took into account the presence
of virus-specific IgG antibodies in a single serum sample at any point of the disease as
positive confirmation of a CHIKV infection.

2.3. CHIKV Serological Analysis

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) with chikungunya IgG and IgM anti-
bodies was performed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines (ab177848 anti-CHIKV
IgM and ab177835 anti-CHIKV IgG, Abcam, Cambridge, UK).

2.4. Statistical Analysis

The mean and standard deviation (SD) were used for continuous variables and counts
while percentages for categorical variables were used for descriptive analyses. Two-by-two
tables were used to establish associations between categorical variables. Student’s t-test was
used to compare the mean values. Statistical significance was set at p < 5%. For associations,
odds ratios (ORs) were calculated with 95% confidence intervals (CIs). A positive CHIKV
serology result (IgG or IgM) was used to identify subjects with CHIKV infections. Bivariate
analysis was performed, including all studied variables, using confirmed CHIKV infection
as the outcome. Variables with significant statistical association with the outcome were
included by consensus. Agreed variables were analyzed in a multiple regression model
using a stepwise forward method. Hosmer and Lemeshow’s goodness-of-fit test was used
to assess model performance. The area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve was calculated to determine the cut-off value and performance. SPSS (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences; version 22.0; IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for
data analysis.

2.5. Agreement Consensus

Specialists from different regions of Colombia with experience in diagnosing and
treating CHIKV infection (five rheumatologists, two epidemiologists, and two tropical
medicine specialists) met face-to-face to conduct an agreement study on the clinical char-
acteristics of CHIKV infection and its associations. Sequential questions were prepared
and answered in real-time to determine which statistically significant variables obtained
from the bivariate analysis should be considered clinical criteria for CHIKV diagnosis (see
Table 3 for details on the questionnaire). Only the following answers were possible: totally
agree, agree, not in agreement or disagreement, disagree, and totally disagree. Answers
were calculated as percentages, and a percentage ≥ 50% was set as agreement, regardless
of the answer. When agreement was not reached, the moderator reformulated the question
after discussing the opinions of conflicting members. This procedure was repeated until a
consensus was reached.

3. Results
3.1. Study Participants

In the COPCORD study, 6528 people were surveyed in their homes. Of these, 548
have been included in the present study due to clinical suggestions of CHIKV infection.
All 548 subjects were serologically tested for CHIKV antibodies to confirm the diagnosis,
and 295 (53.8%) resulted as being positive for IgG or IgM (Figure 3).
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3.2. Demographics

The mean age was 48.8 years (SD ± 17.5) for the whole studied population (548 patients).
Of the patients, 57.7% (n = 316) were >45 years old, and most were female (n = 382, 69.7%).
Positivity for either IgM or IgG serology (CHIKV confirmation) was 53.8% (n = 295) from
the total 548 evaluated patients (Table 1). Of those, 6.8% (n = 20) were IgM positive, 71.9%
(n = 212) were IgG positive and 21.3% (n = 63) were both IgM and IgG positive. According
to the WHO criteria for acute clinical CHIKV infection, only 50.5% (n = 149) of the patients
were confirmed for the disease by serological analysis.

Table 1. Demographics in patients with suspected CHIKV infection.

Positive CHIKV Serology †
(n = 295)

Negative CHIKV Serology ‡
(n = 253) p Value

Age in Years (mean ± SD) 48.3 ± 17.4 49.6 ± 17.6

Gender
Female 208 (70.5%) 174 (68.8%)
Male 87 (29.5%) 79 (31.2%)

Age-group in Years
18–29 60 (20.3%) 37 (14.6%)
30–39 43 (14.6%) 47 (18.6%)
40–49 42 (14.2%) 45 (17.8%)
50–59 60 (20.3%) 44 (17.4%)
60–69 56 (19.0%) 44 (17.4%)
70–79 26 (8.8%) 25 (9.9%)
≥80 8 (2.7%) 11 (4.3%)

WHO acute clinical case [31]
Fulfill criteria 149 (50.5%) 26 (10.3%) <0.001
Do not fulfill criteria 146 (49.5%) 227 (89.7%) <0.001

CHIKV: Chikungunya virus; † IgM- or IgG-positive CHIKV serology; ‡ IgM- or IgG-negative CHIKV serology;
WHO: World Health Organization Criteria for confirmed case of CHIKV; SD: Standard deviation.
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3.3. Clinical Characteristics

In general, all clinical characteristics, including signs and symptoms found by the
examiner or described by the patient, were more frequent in patients with serologically
confirmed CHIKV infections (Figure 4). Notably, arthritis (regardless of the affected joint)
was the most frequent symptom in this group of patients.
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3.4. Univariate Analysis

After univariate analysis of signs and symptoms, only shoulder arthralgia was found
with no statistical significance between patients with positive and negative CHIKV serology
results (Table 2). Feet arthritis showed the highest odds ratio (OR: 45.4); however, it had
the widest confidence interval (95% CI: 6.2–332.0). The best variables considering high OR
and narrow CI were symmetric arthritis (OR: 18.1; 95% CI: 7.8–42.1), ankle arthritis (OR:
15.8; 95% CI: 4.8–51.4), abdominal rash (OR: 14.0; 95% CI: 6.3–31.0), and fatigue (OR: 10.5;
95% CI: 6.7–16.5).

3.5. Agreement and Expert Consensus Results

A series of questions were formulated for a group of specialists with statistically
significant variables from the univariate analysis to evaluate agreement or disagreement in
the diagnosis of CHIKV infection. There was disagreement on the following variables as
clinical criteria: mucosal and gastrointestinal symptoms, shoulder and elbow arthralgia,
and arthritis (Table 3).

3.6. Multiple Logistic Regression Analysis and ROC Curve

A multiple logistic regression model was used on the agreed variables to compare
confirmed CHIKV-positive and CHIKV-negative patients. After the four steps in the model,
CHIKV infection confirmed by positive serology result was independently associated
with symmetric arthritis, rash, ankle joint pain, and fatigue. Each sign and symptom was
assigned a point based on their coefficients (Table 4).
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Table 2. Univariate analysis of clinical features of patients with suspected CHIKV infection.

Positive CHIKV
Serology † (n = 295)

Negative CHIKV
Serology ‡ (n = 253)

Total
(n = 548) OR (CI) p Value

Systemic
Fever 151 (85.3%) 26 (14.7%) 177 (32.3%) 9.1 (5.7–14.6) <0.001
Myalgia 139 (85.8%) 23 (14.2%) 162 (29.6%) 8.9 (5.5–14.5) <0.001

Whole body 40 (95.2%) 2 (4.8%) 42 (7.7%) 19.7 (4.7–82.3) <0.001
Extremities 96 (82.1%) 21 (17.9%) 117 (21.4%) 5.3 (3.2–8.9) <0.001
Back 22 (84.6%) 4 (15.4%) 26 (4.7%) 5.0 (1.7–14.7) 0.001

Fatigue 173 (85.2%) 30 (14.8%) 203 (37.0%) 10.5 (6.7–16.5) <0.001

Joint
Arthralgia 270 (57.0%) 204 (43.0%) 474 (86.5%) 2.6 (1.5–4.3) <0.001

Symmetric 240 (62.8%) 142 (37.2%) 382 (69.7%) 3.4 (2.3–5.0) <0.001
Hands 158 (68.4%) 73 (31.6%) 231 (42.2%) 2.8 (1.9–4.0) <0.001
Wrists 93 (67.9%) 44 (32.1%) 137 (25.0%) 2.1 (1.4–3.3) <0.001
Elbows 74 (66.7%) 37 (33.3%) 111 (20.3%) 1.9 (1.3–3.0) 0.002
Shoulders 81 (56.6%) 62 (43.4%) 143 (26.1%) 1.2 (0.8–1.7) 0.433
Knees 184 (62.6%) 110 (37.4%) 294 (53.6%) 2.1 (1.5–3.0) <0.001
Ankles 137 (74.1%) 48 (25.9%) 185 (33.8%) 3.7 (2.5–5.4) <0.001
Feet 104 (67.1%) 51 (32.9%) 155 (28.3%) 2.2 (1.5–3.2) <0.001

Arthritis 99 (91.7%) 9 (8.3%) 108 (19.7%) 13.7 (6.7–27.8) <0.001
Symmetric 90 (93.8%) 6 (6.3%) 96 (17.5%) 18.1 (7.8–42.1) <0.001
Hands 47 (95.9%) 2 (4.1%) 49 (8.9%) 23.8 (5.7–99.0) <0.001
Wrists 19 (95.0%) 1 (5.0%) 20 (3.6%) 17.3 (2.3–130.5) <0.001
Elbows 11 (91.7%) 1 (8.3%) 12 (2.2%) 9.7 (1.2–76.1) 0.008
Shoulders 9 (100.0%) 0 (0.0%) 9 (1.6%)
Knees 22 (88.0%) 3 (12.0%) 25 (4.6%) 6.7 (2.0–22.7) <0.001
Ankles 47 (94.0%) 3 (6.0%) 50 (9.1%) 15.8 (4.8–51.4) <0.001
Feet 45 (97.8%) 1 (2.2%) 46 (8.4%) 45.4 (6.2–332.0) <0.001

Dermatologic
Rash 132 (87.4%) 19 (12.6%) 151 (27.6%) 9.9 (6.0–16.8) <0.001

Face 94 (88.7%) 12 (11.3%) 106 (19.3%) 9.4 (5.0–17.6) <0.001
Thorax 84 (91.3%) 8 (8.7%) 92 (16.8%) 12.2 (5.8–25.6) <0.001
Abdomen 84 (92.3%) 7 (7.7%) 91 (16.6%) 14.0 (6.3–31.0) <0.001
Back 73 (91.3%) 7 (8.7%) 80 (14.6%) 11.5 (5.2–25.6) <0.001
Extremities 91 (86.7%) 14 (13.3%) 105 (19.2%) 7.6 (4.2–13.7) <0.001

Pruritus 87 (86.1%) 14 (13.9%) 101 (18.4%) 7.1 (3.9–13.0) <0.001
Mucosa 12 (85.7%) 2 (14.3%) 14 (2.6%) 5.3 (1.2–24.0) 0.015

Oral 9 (90.0%) 1 (10.0%) 10 (1.8%) 7.9 (1.0–63.0) 0.021
Genital 11 (84.6%) 2 (15.4%) 13 (2.4%) 4.9 (1.1–22.1) 0.024

Gastrointestinal
Diarrhea 75 (83.3%) 15 (16.7%) 90 (16.4%) 5.4 (3.0–9.6) <0.001
Emesis 33 (82.5%) 7 (17.5%) 40 (7.3%) 4.4 (1.9–10.1) <0.001
Nausea 34 (85.0%) 6 (15.0%) 40 (7.3%) 5.6 (2.2–13.0) <0.001
Abdominal pain 23 (76.7%) 7 (23.3%) 30 (5.5%) 3.0 (1.2–7.0) 0.010

CHIKV: Chikungunya virus; † IgM- or IgG-positive CHIKV serology; ‡ IgM- or IgG-negative CHIKV serology;
OR: Odds ratio; CI: 95% confidence interval.

The ROC curve identified a cut-off value of 5.5, which maximized sensitivity and
specificity (Figure 5). A score ≥ 5.5 was considered positive for identifying CHIKV-infected
patients with a sensitivity of 64.4% (95% CI: 58.7–69.9%) and a specificity of 87.4% (95% CI:
82.7–91.2%). Based on this, we proposed a diagnostic screening clinical tool that consists
of symmetric arthritis (4 points), fatigue (3 points), rash (2 points) and ankle joint pain
(1 point).
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Table 3. Agreement percentage to formulated questions on CHIKV clinical characteristics.

Do You Consider as Clinical
Criteria? Totally Agree Agree Not Agree or

Disagree Disagree Totally
Disagree

Type of
Agreement

(Total)

Symmetrical joint involvement 100 0 0 0 0 Agree (100)
Abrupt onset of symptoms 100 0 0 0 0 Agree (100)

Fever 38 50 12 0 0 Agree (78)
Rash 13 75 0 12 0 Agree (88)

Mucosal involvement 0 0 0 63 37 Disagree (100)
Myalgia 25 75 0 0 0 Agree (100)
Fatigue 63 25 12 0 0 Agree (88)

Gastrointestinal involvement 0 12 0 25 63 Disagree (88)
Shoulder arthralgia 0 25 12 38 25 Disagree (63)
Shoulder arthritis 0 0 0 38 62 Disagree (100)
Elbow arthralgia 0 0 0 88 12 Disagree (100)
Elbow arthritis 0 0 0 25 75 Disagree (100)
Wrist arthralgia 50 25 13 0 12 Agree (75)
Wrist arthritis 75 13 0 12 0 Agree (88)

Hand arthralgia 88 12 0 0 0 Agree (100)
Hand arthritis 88 12 0 0 0 Agree (100)

Knee arthralgia 13 63 0 12 12 Agree (76)
Knee arthritis 13 63 12 0 12 Agree (76)

Ankle arthralgia 100 0 0 0 0 Agree (100)
Ankle arthritis 100 0 0 0 0 Agree (100)
Foot arthralgia 50 38 0 12 0 Agree (88)
Foot arthritis 75 13 0 12 0 Agree (88)

CHIKV: Chikungunya virus.

Table 4. Multivariate analysis of predictors of CHIKV infection.

Odds Ratio 95% Confidence Interval p Value Point Value

Symmetric
arthritis 4.75 1.88–11.98 0.001 4

Fatigue 3.47 1.91–6.32 <0.001 3
Rash 2.70 1.37–5.31 0.004 2

Ankle joint pain 1.69 1.06–2.68 0.026 1
CHIKV: Chikungunya virus.

Previously reported clinical diagnostic and screening tools for CHIKV and other
arboviral infections were applied to our cohort of patients to evaluate the performance
in terms of sensibility, specificity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value,
area under the curve, accuracy, and Youden index (Figure 6). The definitions of each
screening tool are described in Supplementary Table S3. In a nutshell, the presence of
the following symptoms for each diagnostic tool were considered as positive for CHIKV
infection: CHIKV WHO case definition (fever plus arthralgia), Sissoko’s CHIKV screening
tool (fever plus arthralgia or fever plus myalgia), Thiberville’s CHIKV screening tool (fever
plus hand arthralgia plus wrist arthralgia plus absence of myalgia), Cleton’s syndromic
approach for CHIKV (arthritis plus rash), Macpherson’s CHIKV screening tool(arthralgia
plus myalgia, or arthralgia plus rash, or arthralgia plus fever), ZIKAV WHO case definition
(rash plus fever plus arthralgia, or rash plus fever plus arthritis, or rash plus arthralgia, or
rash plus arthritis, or fever plus arthralgia, or fever plus arthritis), Braga’s ZIKAV screening
tool (absence of fever plus rash, or rash plus pruritus, or absence of fever plus pruritus)
and DENV WHO case definition (fever plus nausea plus rash, or fever plus nausea plus
arthralgia, or fever plus rash plus arthralgia). Our score results were compared to the other
established clinical diagnostic tools to evaluate its performance (Table 5).
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Table 5. Performance of different diagnostic tools in our confirmed CHIKV infected patients.

Sensitivity
% (CI)

Specificity
% (CI)

PPV
% (CI)

NPV
% (CI)

AUC
(CI)

Accuracy
% (CI)

YI
%

Proposed screening tool (Score ≥ 5.5) 64.4
(58.5–69.8)

87.3
(82.6–91.1)

85.5
(80.9–89.2)

67.7
(64.1–71.1)

0.72
(0.67–0.76)

75.0
(71.1–78.5) 52

CHIKV WHO case definition (2015) [31]
Fever + arthralgia

51.2
(45.3–57.0)

85.3
(85.3–93.1)

85.3
(79.9–89.5)

61.2
(58.2–64.1)

0.71
(0.67–0.75)

68.9
(64.9–72.8) 36

Sissoko (2010) [11]

Fever + arthralgia 51.2 85.3 85.3 61.2 0.71 68.9 36
(45.3–57.0) (85.3–93.1) (79.9–89.5) (58.2–64.1) (0.67–0.75) (64.9–72.8)

Fever + myalgia 62.3 88.9 86.7 66.9 0.75 74.6 51
(56.5–67.9) (84.4–92.5) (82.1–90.4) (63.4–70.2) (0.71–0.79) (70.7–78.2)

Thiberville (2013) [26]
Fever + arthralgia hands + 62.3

(56.5–67.9)
88.9

(84.4–92.5)
86.7

(82.1–90.4)
66.9

(63.4–70.2)
0.76

(0.72–0.81)
74.6

(70.7–78.2) 51arthralgia wrists +
no myalgia

Cleton syndromic approach (2015) [40] 57.2 90.5 87.5 64.5 0.74 72.6
48Arthritis + rash (51.4–63.0) (86.2–93.8) (82.6–91.2) (61.2–67.6) (0.70–0.78) (68.6–76.3)

Macpherson (2016) [12]

Arthralgia + myalgia 47.1 90.9 85.8 59.6 0.71 67.3 38
(41.3–52.9) (86.6–94.1) (80.1–90.1) (56.8–62.3) (0.66–0.74) (63.2–71.2)

Arthralgia + rash 44.7 92.4 87.4 58.9 0.70 66.7 38
(38.9–50.6) (88.5–95.4) (81.5–91.6) (56.2–61.5) (0.66–0.74) (62.6–70.7)

Arthralgia + fever 51.2 85.3 85.3 61.2 0.71 68.9 36
(45.3–57.0) (85.3–93.1) (79.9–89.5) (58.2–64.1) (0.67–0.75) (64.9–72.8)

ZIKAV WHO case definition (2016) [41]

Rash + fever + arthralgia 58.8 87.7 84.8 64.7 0.74 72.2 46
(53.1–64.6) (83.1–91.5) (79.9–88.7) (61.3–67.9) (0.70–0.78) (68.3–75.9)

Rash + fever + arthritis
62.3 86.5 84.4 66.3 0.76 73.5 49

(56.5–67.9) (81.7–90.5) (79.6–88.2) (62.8–69.7) (0.72–0.80) (69.6–77.1)

Rash + arthralgia 44.7 92.4 87.4 58.9 0.70 66.7 38
(38.9–50.6) (88.5–95.4) (81.5–91.6) (56.2–61.5) (0.66–0.74) (62.6–70.7)

Rash + arthritis
57.2 90.5 87.5 64.5 0.74 72.6 48

(51.4–63.0) (86.2–93.8) (82.6–91.2) (61.2–67.6) (0.70–0.78) (68.6–76.3)

Fever + arthralgia 51.2 85.3 85.3 61.2 0.71 68.9 36
(45.3–57.0) (85.3–93.1) (79.9–89.5) (58.2–64.1) (0.67–0.75) (64.9–72.8)

Fever + arthritis
57.2 87.7 84.5 63.7 0.73 71.3 45

(51.4–63.0) (83.1–91.5) (79.4–88.4) (60.5–66.9) (0.69–0.77) (67.3–75.1)

Braga ZIKAV (2017) [17]

No fever + rash
58.9 87.7 84.8 64.7 0.74 72.2 47

(53.1–64.6) (83.1–91.5) (79.9–88.7) (61.3–67.9) (0.69–0.78) (68.3–75.9)

Rash + pruritus 44.7 92.4 87.4 58.9 0.68 66.7 37
(38.9–50.6) (88.5–95.4) (81.5–91.6) (56.2–61.5) (0.64–0.73) (62.6–70.7)

No fever + pruritus 55.9 88.9 85.4 63.3 0.72 71.1 45
(50.0–61.6) (84.4–92.5) (80.3–89.4) (60.1–66.4) (0.68–0.76) (67.1–74.9)

DENV WHO case definition (2009) [42]

Fever + nausea + rash
60.7 87.7 85.2 65.6 0.74 73.1 48

(54.8–66.2) (83.1–91.5) (80.3–89.0) (62.2–68.9) (0.70–0.78) (69.2–76.8)

Fever + nausea + arthralgia 55.2 89.3 85.7 63.1 0.72 70.9 45
(49.3–61.0) (84.8–92.8) (80.6–89.7) (59.9–66.1) (0.68–0.77) (66.9–74.7)

Fever + rash + arthralgia 58.8 87.7 84.8 64.7 0.74 72.2 46
(53.1–64.6) (83.1–91.5) (79.9–88.7) (61.3–67.9) (0.70–0.78) (68.3–75.9)

CHIKV: Chikungunya virus; CI: 95% confidence interval; PPV: Positive predictive value; NPV: Negative predictive
value; AUC: Area under the curve; YI: Youden’s index (Sensitivity + sensibility − 100); WHO: World Health
Organization; ZIKAV: Zika virus; DENV: Dengue virus.

4. Discussion

In the present study, we analyzed the clinical signs and symptoms of 548 patients with
suspected CHIKV infection and their association with confirmed CHIKV serology results
to formulate a clinical screening tool for use in primary care settings. After univariate
analysis, the variables associated with positive CHIKV serology results were discussed
with an expert panel. Based on their experience in diagnosis and disease treatment, the
most representative variables in CHIKV-infected patients were established.

It is well known that expert consensus defines the most appropriate selection of
variables by considering different perspectives and positions of the experts consulted in the
process [43]. Therefore, we included more meaningful and valuable variables for clinicians
in the final multivariate analysis. The symptoms independently associated with CHIKV
infection were observed to be symmetric arthritis, fatigue, rash, and ankle joint pain. A
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clinical screening tool was developed, which yielded high specificity (87.4%) and positive
predictive value (PPV; 85.6%) with moderate sensitivity (64.4%) and negative predictive
value (NPV; 67.8%).

When assessing people´s health, two types of tests are used: diagnostic tests that offer
final information on the presence or absence of a condition and screening tests that are less
demanding on the healthcare system, more accessible, and less invasive, time-consuming,
and expensive [44]. The screening tests display ideal characteristics for countries where
arboviral diseases caused by CHIKV, DENV, and ZIKAV are endemic. These tests are
evaluated according to their sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV. In brief, sensitivity
and specificity refer to the accuracy of a screening test with a reference or gold standard,
whereas PPV and NPV indicate the success of a screening test in classifying people as
having or not having a condition [44]. Therefore, in screening situations for individuals
in a clinical setting, it is more appropriate to use the PPVs and NPVs for evaluating the
performance of a screening tool. Our screening tool has a high PPV but a moderate NPV. A
high PPV is desirable in situations where the costs of diagnostics, treatment, and services
are increased when the studied condition progresses slowly or is not life-threatening [44]. A
moderate NPV might be acceptable if later assessments can be programmed and completed
or if the condition is possible to sort out with no treatment [44]. Since chikungunya disease
displays the above-mentioned characteristics, we believe that our screening tool will be
useful in diagnosing CHIKV infection in a primary care setting where only clinical variables
are at hand.

Other performance indicators of our screening tool, such as the Youden index (YI;
52) and accuracy (75.0%) when applied to our cohort, were higher than the previously
developed diagnostic criteria or screening tools for CHIKV infection. The WHO case
definition showed lower performance values in our cohort than our screening tool. Due to
the ambiguity of the definition (Supplementary Table S3), only the mandatory symptoms
(joint pain and fever) were used to calculate performance in our cohort [31]. Fever and
joint pain are commonly included in other arboviral case definitions. For example, the
WHO ZIKAV case definition (2016) states that the presence of fever or rash plus at least one
more symptom, of which arthralgia is one, constitutes a suspected case [41]. In addition,
the WHO DENV case definition includes fever plus two more symptoms, among which
pain and aches are also present [42]. In fact, the recurring symptoms in the WHO case
definitions of CHIKV, ZIKAV, and DENV are fever, aches, and pain (interpreted as arthralgia
or myalgia). Furthermore, in the WHO CHIKV case definition, the use of terms such as
“usually incapacitating” or “usually accompanied by . . . ” could lead to misinterpretation
by physicians, resulting in over- or underdiagnosis and, subsequently, poor performance
when used in epidemics. Moreover, using fever as a mandatory or inclusion symptom
dismisses asymptomatic patients, which increases the percentage of false negatives and
selection bias.

Multiple attempts have been made to develop a better screening tool. Sissoko et al.
(2010) found the combination of fever and polyarthralgia as the most relevant clinical
pattern of CHIKV infection to identify presumptive cases during epidemics, yielding an
accuracy of 87% with high sensitivity (84%) and specificity (89%) [11]. However, when
applied to our cohort, the accuracy and sensitivity decreased to 69% and 51%, respectively.
A possible explanation could be attributed to the median age of their cohort (24 years) since
symptomatic expression of infection is lower in younger age groups [11].

In 2013, Thiberville et al. developed a clinical score with fever and arthralgia as
mandatory symptoms. They added the presence of specific joint involvement (wrist or
hand arthralgia) and the absence of myalgia to improve performance [26]. Their clinical
score had the best performance in our cohort, with similar results as our own (Table 5). We
believe that the resemblance lies in the use of specific disease symptoms. Our screening tool
requires the inclusion of symmetrical arthritis or ankle joint pain to reach the cut-off point
when added to other more generic symptoms such as fatigue and rash. These symptoms
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are almost unique to CHIKV infection and are rare in other arboviral infections caused by
ZIKAV or DENV.

A study by Macpherson et al. (2014) found that a patient with joint pain and any
combination of fever, myalgia, or rash was in 85% agreement with a positive CHIKV
serological test result [12]. However, when applied to our cohort, the combination of
arthralgia and fever yielded the best accuracy but sacrificed YI. Combining arthralgia with
myalgia or rash increased specificity at the expense of sensitivity.

Other authors have elaborated on screening tools using simple clinical laboratory
parameters. For example, the performance of the Thiberville screening tool increases if
lymphopenia is present [26]. Godaert et al. (2017) used lymphopenia in the presence of
fever and ankle arthralgia and the absence of neutrophil leukocytosis for CHIKV infection
screening in elderly people [16]. Laboratory studies improve diagnosis; however, even
simple laboratory tests are sometimes unavailable to primary care physicians. Therefore,
developing a diagnostic tool based on clinical parameters was our primary goal.

With the appearance of ZIKAV epidemics, the clinical symptoms that help differentiate
CHIKV from ZIKAV or DENV have been studied. Cleton et al. (2015) found that arthralgia,
arthritis, and rash were associated with CHIKV infection, whereas DENV-positive patients
had increased odds ratios for rash, fever, and hemorrhagic symptoms [40]. In our cohort,
the syndromic combination of arthritis and rash yielded a high specificity but moderate to
low sensitivity, yet showed a similar PPV and NPV to our screening tool.

Sahadeo et al. (2015) compared patients with confirmed DENV and CHIKV infections
to obtain clinical and laboratory features that could help distinguish between the two
diseases [27]. The combination with the best performance in differentiating between DENV
and CHIKV infection was rash, joint pain, and leukocyte count <7 × 103/µL. However, the
PPV (58%) was less than optimal.

Another study by Lee et al. (2012) designed decision tree models for discriminating
between DENV and CHIKV infections using clinical symptoms (presence of fever and its
duration, bleeding, and illness) or laboratory tests (presence of thrombocytopenia) [22].
Interestingly, fever was associated with DENV infection and absent in CHIKV infection. A
similar feature was found in our screening tool, where fever was not a mandatory symptom
for suspected CHIKV diagnosis.

In a noteworthy study by Braga et al. (2017), a case definition was developed from a
cohort of patients where CHIKV, DENV, and ZIKA were co-circulating [17]. A score ≥ 7.5
resulted in the diagnosis of ZIKAV from the following symptoms: pruritus, rash, conjuncti-
val hyperemia, and the absence of fever and anorexia. This is consistent with the decision
tree of Lee et al. (2012) and our screening tool, where fever as a symptom was not included.
Half of the patients in our cohort with confirmed CHIKV would test positive for ZIKAV
according to Braga’s ZIKAV case definition using a combination of no fever and rash (true
positives: 58.9%), rash and pruritus (true positives: 44.7%), and no fever or pruritus (true
positives: 55.9%). This can be explained by the fact that rash, a frequent symptom in our
CHIKV-confirmed patients (87.4%), was awarded a high score (7 points from a cut-off of
7.5) in Braga’s case definition. Other studies on CHIKV epidemics have reported similar
findings [45,46]. One could argue that if the CHIKV sample in Braga et al. (2017) study was
larger, the appointed value for rash would be smaller and would have less preponderance
in the score.

The same exercise yielded similar results when the WHO DENV case definitions
were applied to our cohort. This exemplifies the need to assign importance to cardinal
and specific symptoms of each infection. Although fatigue and rash are present in other
definitions of DENV and ZIKAV, the presence of joint involvement (symmetrical arthritis
or ankle joint pain) is mandatory in our screening tool to reach the cut-off point of 5.5. With
this in mind, we proposed an algorithm for the clinical approach to CHIKV, ZIKAV, and
DENV infections (Figure 7).
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Our study has some limitations. First, given that our study resulted from the struc-
ture of a COPCORD approach, there is a selection bias regarding MSK symptoms. Second, 
since there was no physical exam when the symptoms started in each patient, these symp-
toms could not be validated by a physician; therefore, recall bias could be present. At the 
same time, since subjects were evaluated in a house-to-house system and not in an emer-
gency room or primary care setting, the chance of finding acute and severe cases is re-
duced. This explains the low percentage of patients with CHIKV IgM-positive serology. 
Third, PCR was not performed to confirm CHIKV infection because of its high cost. Lastly, 
our screening tool has not been validated in other cohorts. 

Nevertheless, our study has several strengths. The country�s population is well rep-
resented in the study, bearing in mind the number of samples and the six geographic re-
gions in which the study was performed. In addition, the accuracy of physical examina-
tion, especially of the musculoskeletal system, is assured because all the patients were 
evaluated by a trained or in training professional of rheumatology. Finally, since the pa-
tients were evaluated in their homes and not in a medical setting, we could find even 
asymptomatic patients who otherwise would not visit a physician. 

5. Conclusions 
We developed a screening tool for CHIKV diagnosis using only clinical symptoms 
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